Hi!
I am Reggie Whitley, the Editor-in-Chief for Open Vault Daily: an
upcoming multi-platform lifestyle and empowerment brand.
My awesome team and I are looking for excited content writers
who will submit articles to be published on our platform. Desiring
content writers need not have any published writing experiences.
Writing opportunities are open for everyone.
Below are 5 general topics in which we aim to keep our content
within. Of course, within those 5 general topics are countless
various discussions that can be written about.
As you help us grow, we want to help you grow and be exposed to
audiences across the world. As a featured writer, your name,
phone, and work will be featured on all of our platforms. Also,
your website, brand, and more will be featured and advertised
upon your permissions.
What you will need:
The completed form (link on last page)
A headshot
A personal or professional bio
Upon receiving your completed form, you will be contacted via
email to reply with your headshot and personal/professional bio.
Please do not submit your headshot or bio until you have
received that email. After submitting your form, if you haven’t
gotten it by the end of the 7th business days (M-F), please check
your spam and/or promotions folders.

As ever,
Reggie Whitley
Editor-in-Chief
Open Vault Daily
openvaultdaily.com
writers@openvaultdaily.com

PURPOSE
WHO WE ARE
To be a media haven for the spread of knowledge and
empowerment throughout the world that will serve as seeds of
change for greatness.

VISION
WHERE WE ARE HEADED
To be amongst the most trusted and sought-after editorial multiplatform lifestyle and empowerment ventures.

CORE VALUES
WHAT WE STAND ON
Wisdom — We avail as a catalyst contributing stimulating,
transformative ideas rooted in unique experiences, deep insight,
profound knowledge, and good judgment.
Integrity — We adhere to peak ethical principles and encompass
moral soundness to gain and maintain the trust of each of our
subscribers and patrons.
Respect — We strive for overall satisfaction through the honor of
beliefs and expectations with compassion, civility, and
accessibility.
Excellence — We set zealous goals to meet or exceed the
expectations of our subscribers and patrons by progressively
enhancing and discovering new, ef cient ways to connect with
the world and ful ll our purpose.
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Diversity — We revere the representation of various beliefs,
characteristics, and experiences, and continuously strive to
create a platform and staff that emulates the world in which we
live.

Topics
SOUL & WELLNESS
To focus on general wellbeing in the areas of mind, will, emotions,
physical health, mental health, and overall wellness

WORK & FINANCE
To focus on entrepreneurship, jobs, general working, and nance

RELATIONSHIPS & LOVE
To focus on family, friendships, singleness, and marriage

EMPOWERED
To focus on empowerment through knowledge and faith
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WEEKLY SPOTLIGHT
To highlight a popular or up-and-coming person, group, or
brand each week

I’M INTERESTED IN WRITING!
Full Legal/Preferred Name:

Stage/Pen Name:

Phone Number:

Email:

Social Media Names/Handles:
Facebook:
Instagram:
Twitter:
TikTok:
Current Location:

Any Publication (Optional):

Which category best ts your desired articles?

Please explain the type of content that you would like to write
about:

How often do you plan to submit articles?
Daily

Weekly

Twice Monthly

Monthly

Other ______________
Please Specify

If able, feel free to add links to or upload examples of your
writings (can be previously written works or mock articles)*
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*Writings uploaded as a response to this form will never be used by
Reggie Whitley Network or Open Vault Daily without your consent.

